85Sr contaminant as a reliable tracer of 89Sr for monitoring urinary radioactivity in patients treated with 89Sr for bone metastases.
Measurement of radioactivity levels in the urine of patients undergoing strontium-89 therapy can be used to evaluate the efficacy of therapy or for patient's management (radiation protection rules and waste disposal). The complex beta counting procedures require extensive sample manipulation during preparation of the liquid scintillation cocktail. The high activity levels that may be found permit one to measure 89Sr activity sample by counting the low yield gamma emission (909 keV) of the radionuclide. However, the contamination of 85Sr due to the reaction for producing 89Sr, if measured with sufficient precision, could be used to evaluate 89Sr activity in urine samples. In other words, the contaminant 85Sr can be used as a tracer of 89Sr. This method was tested in four patients and the accuracy was found to be sufficient to obtain the individual time-activity curves of the urinary excretion.